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Hifonics Olympus Subwoofer is Built for the Extreme

Hifonics Olympus Subwoofers are made for the audio enthusiast who is looking to push a system to the
limit - up to 4800 MAXX!

April 24, 2009 - PRLog -- You know you have a serious line of Subwoofers when each unit weighs
between 30 and 40 pounds, or about the same as an average 4 year old. The Hifonics Olympus Subwoofers
are made for the audio enthusiast who is looking to push a system to the limit – up to 4800 MAXX!

The durable mechanical control can be attributed to a 1” high roll foam surround and the double-laminated
integrated spider tinsel-lead design prevents “lead slap” when put under high excursion. The 3” dual 2-Ohm
+ 2-Ohm voice coils can configure for a 1-or 4-Ohm load or can be connected to two linked amplifiers.
Large double-stacked magnets provide increased motor strength and the heavy die-cast aluminum chrome
frame features chromed mesh venting and finned areas help dissipate the heat. The push and insert wire
terminals make for easy wiring.

Beyond the enormous power, the Olympus Subwoofer is also known for its outstanding looks. Two
versions are available in the two most commonly asked for sizes, 12” and 15”. The 1600 series boasts a 160
oz. high-energy magnet and for maxximum power, the 2400 series features an incredible 180 oz.
high-energy magnet. 

MODEL      SIZE   MAXX POWER   RMS POWER   DVC IMP/OHMS
OLM1612   12”            3200 WATTS   1600 WATTS         2 + 2
OLM1615   15”            3200 WATTS   1600 WATTS         2 + 2
OLM2412   12”            4800 WATTS   2400 WATTS         2 + 2

About Maxxsonics

Maxxsonics USA, Inc. is a leading manufacturer and distributor of quality car, marine, television and home
audio products. Based in Lake Zurich, IL Maxxsonics offers a complete line of sound component systems
with brands MB Quart, Hifonics, Crunch and Autotek. For additional information, please visit 
http://www.maxxsonics.com

# # #

Maxxsonics USA offers decades of experience in car, marine, television and home audio markets with
brands MB Quart, Hifonics, Autotek and Crunch. We are renowned for introducing high quality audio
products from entry level to high performance.
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